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MacGregor named College of Technology Dean
Controversy over credentials and cronyism mars selection
By Larry Purviance

John Entorf died unexpectedly of a
heart attack,
The job has a saIary of $72,675 a
year, according to University Relations director Larry Burke.
The appointment will be submiued

c,

The University News

Former Ada County Highway
District Director Tom MacGregor
t 0
was named dean of BSU's College
the
of Technology last week amid con- St£
troversy
that he
lacks the proper
academic creden" ... , M ac G regor
tials for the job.
Copies of a letter
polntment was "a
written by a BSU
fa~lIlty_,,,,;member,,;'_';

~i"

'r1~~1!li~~~wc~n:tilhW~:tIF====im''7';

were sent to the State
Board of Education,
Gov. Cecil Andrus,
and The University
News charging that
MacGregor's
appointment was "a refutation of everything that higher education
stands for," and the resuitof
MacGregor's close friendship with
BSU President John Keiser.
MacGregor holds a-B.S. in engineering, but has neither a master's
degree nor a Ph.D. which are usual
minimum
requirements
of a
deanship. MacGregor has served as
acting dean since June, when Dean

~~~~w,!j

Board of Education at its March
meeting. BothMacGregorandBSU
Vice President Larry Selland countered the charges by reciting
MacGregor's lengthy experience as
an administrator, his "extensive
contacts in the community, and ex-
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he lacked the academic requirements, but "frankly, that is one of
the reasons that I did apply."
"A dean's job is management and
administration, and I have a wealth
of background
for that," said
MacGregor. "With 30 years of ex-

MacGregor, Cont'd on Page 16
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"A dean '~'Ob is management and administration, and I have
a wealth 0 background for
that," sai MacGregor.
,

Trying to understand the Gulf crisis
13Y Loren Petty

I'J(. ~

"s aprefuta-

perience in both public and private
sectors."
"The advertisement for the job
had a category for equivalence,"
said MacGregor. "You have to meet
both BSU's and Idaho State Vocational education
requirements,
and both said that _
I met the requirements of at least
amaster'sdegree
with my experience."

the criminal bankers running around
The University News
our country instead of the criminals
in Iraq:'
Chris Loucks, professor of ecoThe Colle~eofSociai Science and
Public Affairs sponsored a seminar
nomics, said the economy is one of
series last week dealing with the the reasons we are at war. She
Gulf crisis. Each evening, Monday
implied that President Bush has virthrough Thursday, speakers ad- tually no economic policy but he is
dressed topics dealing with history
quite adept at foreign policy and
of the Middle East as well as eco- foreign policy successes can divert
nomic, political, militarY and d0- attention from his lack of domestic
mestic implications of the war ..
finesse. The economy has not imProf. Russ Tremayne, history de- proved but weare not in a recession.
partment, looks with skepticism at At least not according to economic
the current conflict with Iraq. He standards.
said the U.S. government feels jusLoucks said that a recession occurs
tified in attacking other governwhen there are two declining quarments when it is thoug!lt to be in the ters of real gross national product,
national interest. Tremayne went something which will not be meaover the "Munich analogy:' This is surable until March 1991.
the8rgumentthat wemustnotrepeat
Loucks discussed three major
the mistake made by the Europeans
economic concerns of the war. First
when they sought to appease the she cited theimportanceefoilprices,
dictator, Adolph Hiiler, prior to a factor which affects all commodiWorld War II.
ties because of transportation costs.
"The United States practices se- Next she cited the production curve
lective confrontation of tyrants,"
and said production possibilities
said Tremayne. "so I think that we were lost because of deaths in the
can reject that in Kuwaitourforeign
war. After the Vietnam War,Loucks
policy goal is, to confront aggressaid, the American people paid for
sion, to avoid appeasement, to stand
years afterward with inflation. Her
up for the freedom of Kuwait be- third concern involved financing of
the war.
cause ofcourse there areotberpIaces
where we won't stand for freedom.
The war is costing the United
So, why. then are we there, what is States $500 million per day. This
our national interest?"
figure includes the financial support
Tremayne su~ested that our in- of the allies, said LoucIcs.
terest in Kuwattmight
not be so
If the war. continues long enough
to require additional taxes, Loucks .
intense if there was no oil there.
"We ought to be conc:emed about
said the IeSIJ1l would be a loss of

consumer purchasing power resulting in further damage to the U.S.
economy. She said the possibility of
cuts in government programs to help
finance the war would have the effect of costing some citizens much
more than others because of losses
in education, welfare, medicare,
medicaid and social security benefits.
.
"How do middle-income Americans feel about those programs being puton the chopping block," said
Loucks.
Furquan Mehmood, president of
the Islamic Student Union, ~resented the Mideastern point of view.
He described the history of the
Middle East. The 6OQ-year-old Ottoman empire was broken up by
colonial European regimes in the
18th and 19th centuries. These colonialgovemments, said Mehmood,
imposed their laws and beliefs on
people of the Middle East with no
respect to their native culture. This
created lasting feelings of resentment. After WWII the colonial
powers granted autonomy to the
Middle East and arbitrarily divided
the region into nations with no concern for traditional tribal regions or
consultation with native authorities.
"They just drew a line on the map
and said, well this is Kuwait and this
is Iraq, OJ said Mehmood.
Before this assignment of boundaries, Mehmoodsaid, Iraq had access to seaports. Iraq lostthataccess
Gulf, Coned on Page 16.
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Weekly Peace Vigils
Held
Idahoans for Peace will hold
weekly peace vigils on Fridays from
7 p.m.-8 p.m. on the Capnol steps.
These vigils will 00 connnuous until me troops come home from the
Persian Gulf.
.
Each weekly vigil will highlight
a different guest speaker and include music and an update on area
peace activities. These vigils will
provide an opportunity for peacemakers in the Treasure Valley to
share concerns for our country,
compasssion for the soldiers and
the desire for peace. It is suggested
that people bring a flashlight.
Contact Gene Brabinski, 345-1161
or 344-4446.

. IsIam,KoranandfheOldTestament,
and ihe effects of ihe vast numbers
of IsIamics in the Arab world. Of
special interest is the topic of Moslem men and treatment of women
and special concern for female
prisoner's of war.
Dr. Sarraf was born in Iran and
came to the United States in 1959.
He received his Ph.D. from the
University of Washington and is
the author of The Cry of a Nation;

Consequences of Islam
Forum
Dr. Tamoores Sarraf, Profesor
of Sociology at ISU, will speak on
the Consequences of Islam, Thursday, Feb. 7 at 11:30 a.m. in Room
115 of'the Vo-Tech Building. Sack
lunches welcome. He will discuss
"Islam - what is it?," women'splace
in Islamic society, comparisons of

The Saga of the Iranian Revolution
(Lang Publishers).
Dr. Sarraf is sponsored by the
United Methodist Students atBSU.
For more information contact Liz
Boer!,336-9091.

Censorship in Idaho
Censorship in Idaho will be the
focus of a free forum sponsored be
the BSU Student chapter for the
American Civil Liberties Union at
7 p.m. Feb. 13 in the Hemingway
Western Studies Center. Four local
speakers will address the effects of
censorship injournalism,literature,
music and other art forms in Idaho.
Alan Kofoed, president of the
ACLU of Idaho, will moderate the

ASBSULegal Consultation Service
ASBSU provides legal consultations and other
legal ' services to individual students through
Schroeder·& Lezamiz Law Offices, a private
firm in Boise. If you need a legal consultation
and you are a full fee paying student, call
ASBSUat 385-1440. All consultations and most
legal services are free of charge.

MargaretM

Lezamiz & John T Schroeder

T
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panel discussion. The speakers and partners who wish to. share ideas professional categoryfheentire dol:
and work on problem solving. The must be hand-crafted.
their topics are:
group meets from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
For more information, call Libby
-Tom Trusky, BSU English
at 342-8982 or Colleen Van Winkle
professor and author ofa study on Wednesdays.
-Self-Esteem
Support Group of RSVP at 385-3839.
censorship in Idaho libraries, will
discuss "The 10 Filthiest Books in members learn skills necessary to
improve their self-esteem. The
BSU Signs with IIA
Idaho" and will offer new strategies
group meets from 10 a.m.-noon
BSU has joined some elite comfor would-be censors.
pany after signing a grant agree-Margo Knight, executive di- Fridays.
-Love
Addiction Support
ment with the Institute of lntema'
rector of the Idaho Commission on
the Arts and a national authority on Group is for adults who wish to Auditors (IIA) Research Pounda
tion earlier this month,
arts censorship, will discuss ac- distinguish between unwise and
Wifh the agreement, the BSl
countability and public funding for healthy loving to gain new insights
into adult relationships. It meets College of Business has been desigart in "Beyond the Porn vs. Censorfrom 7-8:30 p.m, Tuesdays.
nated as an institution of interna
ship Debate."
The Bradshaw tapes, a series of auditing - one of only 10 school!
-Rick
Overton, editor of
nationwide to earn that distinction
ZYMO magazine, will focus on videos on learning to understand
censorship of the media and media the family, are also available to be Brigham Young is the only othel
access in the Persian Gulf war. He shown locally, Bettencourt said, internal auditing "track institution'
will also look at local coverage and , adding that she would like to offer west of.the Mississippi River, "ir
miscoverage and offer strategies for support groups in assertiveness and addition to BYU, the 10 schools
anger, if there is sufficient interest.
overcoming censorship.
include Clemson and Louisiana
For group locations and other State University,"
said BSU ac-Mark
Hanford, a national
information, please call Bettencourt
countingprofessorThomas
English
musiccriticandhostofBSURadio's
in Mountain Home at 587-7175.
"Mutant Pop" show, will discuss
who spearheaded the agreement
what can and can't be talked about
between the IIA and BSU.
Dolls Wanted For
Currently, internal auditing h
on the air in "Obscenity, Indecency
Make-A-Wish
' being taught as part of BSU's speand the FCC."
Wanted: a doll which best repre- cial topics curriculum. The forma
For information, call the Boise
program should be in place later
Off Office of the ACLU at 344- sents the uniqueness of the people
of Idaho and their lifestyles.
this year.
5243.
Dolls are being sought for a conFor more information, contaci
testsponsoredbyfheMake-A-Wish
English at 385-1261.
Foundation ofIdaho and the Retired
Support Groups Offered Senior Volunteer Program of Ada
Leadership Quest
Several support groups are be- County, which is operated through
.
Deadnne
ing offered in Mountain Home
BSU's College of Health Science.
Nominations are being acceptec
through BSU's Southwest Center
The entry deadline is 5 p.m. Feb. through Feb. 8 forLeadershipQuest
for New Directions at the Adult 21.
a day long leadership recognitior
Learning Center.
.
Entries will be divided into five and development program frorr
Mountain Home resident Reba categories: juniors, adults, seniors, . 8:30 am to 4:30 pm Feb. 22 in the
Bettencourt leads three groups that groups and professionals.
SUB Ballroom.
meet regularly.
Dolls must be no more than 24
For more information Call Stu-Single Parent Support Group inches tall and of human form. Cos- dent Activities Office at 385-1242
is open to moms and dads without
turnes must be handcrafted; in the
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~ CHANGING U.~. · U.~.~.R. R~lAflON~
Ii! SPEAKERS

Will DISCUSS EASTERN EUROPE, TRADE AND
THE INTRIGUING POlITICAL CHANGES OCCURRING WITHIN
THE SOVIET UNION, WITH PARTICIPANTS FROM THE U.S.,
POLAND AND THE U.S.S.R.

fRH ADMI~~ION • All ~V~NT~ IN .TH~ ~TUD~NT UNION BAllROOM
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

8:30 AM • SESSION ADDRESS

8:30 AM • SESSION "ADDRESS

~Politicol and Economic Transformation
of
Poland"-Longin
Pastusiak, p'rofessor at the-Polish
Institute for International
At/airs, Warsaw, Poland

"The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe - The Morning
Aher"-Charles
Gati, lecturer, State Department
consultant and author on Eastern Europe, New York

9:45 AM • SESSION ADDRESS

9:45 AM • PANEL DISCUSSION

"U.S.-Soviet Relations Today"-Andrei
Peter Gladkov, scholars at the Institute
Canadian Studies, Moscow USSR.
Mr. Kortunov and Mr. Glad~ov will be
Pastusiak for questions and discussion,
Raymond, chair, BSU Dept. of Political

Kortunov and
of USA and
joined by Mr.
led by Greg
Science

7:00 PM • KEYNOTE ADDRESS
"The Soviet Union Today"-Vicheslav
Matouzov,
Counsel, Embassy of the USSR, Washington
D.C.

"Revolutionaql
Transformation
of Eastern Europe"
Panel Chair: Herb Ellison, Director, Inst. for Soviet and
Eastern European Studies, Universi'Y. of Washington
Panelists: Gail Lapidus, University of California,
Berkeley; James Millar, Center for Sino-Soviet Studies,
George Washington University

NOON • ADDRESS
The conference will recess to permit some participants
to attend the Zbigniew Brzezinski presentation

2:00-4:00

PM

PANEL DISCUSSION

Co-sponsored
by Boise Chamber of Commerce
·U.S. trade in the USSR and Eastern Eur0p.e"
Presentation:
Steven Popper, economist, RAND Corp.
Chair: Carol Vipperman, director of Soviet-American
Foundation,
Seattle
Panelists: Mack Hartley, Morrison-Knudsen
Co.; Lou
Ann Sowles, First Interstate Bank

7:00 PM SUMMARY PANEL
Panel Chair: Bethine Church
Panelists: Steven Popper; Andrei Kortunov;
Pastusiak; and Gregory Raymond

Longin
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Bulemia: Mylove/hate relationship
By Lesa Breding
Special to The University News
When I bent over the commode
my stomach cramped with pain. I
stood back up to unfasten the button
and zipper on my pants to relieve
some of the pressure.
I felt my stomach with my hand. It
felt like a big balloon that had
reached its capacity and was begging
to burst. I looked at the white walls
around me and the white toilet below. This place had become my
sanctuary and a place of purification.
I bent over again, telling myself to
get it over. I thought of how much
better I would feel and how my
stomach would be flat again. I
opened my mouth wide and inserted
three fingers. I pushed them deep
into my throat. They probed the
cavern, searching for the correct
'position and stimulation that would
induce me into choking and vomiting.
I heaved once and with it came a
flood of the light foods I had consumed, including the ice cream,
lettuce, carrots and cereal. I wiped
my mouth off with a damp rag and
purged again. Only this time I experienced a strong internal pain as the
more solid foods came.
I continued until I was satisfied
that my stomach was completely
empty. I wiped my mouth again, as
well as the toilet seat. When Ilooked
into the mirror I saw my eyes were
bloodshot, my cheeks flushed and
the area around my mouth was reddened. I was in control again. I got
rid of my guilt for being such an
out-of- control pig.
In the beginning~self~i~duced

vomiting was a way to avoid the how I am doing with the situation,
else says, the final commitment to like. In an attempt to maintain my
consequences of eating whatever I assuming that I have it in control. I conquer my problem comes from own internal heat, my body is covwanted without any limitation. It reply,"Yes, IamdoingOK."
What myself. The solution lies within.
ered by a new soft insulating hair.
was a convenient resort. But as the the hell am I supposed to say, "No,
I believe that my obsession could There isn't any need to purge anytime has gone on, eating has
take a reverse role someday.
more because I am not able to eat
become my obsession, and
Instead of being obsessed
anything of substantial volume
bulemia is the only way I
with eating food, I will be- anyhow. I am hospitalized as my
see to not become obese.
come obsessed with not eat- weight continues to decrease and
"In
the
beginning,
self-induced
I have fallen asleep many
ing. I have lain awake at my malnutrition becomes so evivomiting was a way to avoid the
nights contemplating all the
nights imagining myself be- dent. My heart is under severe
consequences of eating whatever I
foods I will be able to coning bone thm and anorexic. I stress. The only nourishment I get
sume the next day. When
wanted without any limitation. It was
imagine my hipbones pro- comes from what my body scavmealtime arrives, I become
truding from the rest of me. enges off of its own muscles. By
a convenient resort."
excited. I get to engage in
My arms and legs are ex- then I am experiencing great pain.
the only thing that is able to
tremely skinny. And the
My Obsession is a story I wrote for
place me away from the rest
strange things is, I don't be- a college English class when I was
of the world and its expectations of
come scared or even worried
19 years old. It is a true story about
me. When I am binging, I am able can you get me a shrink?" The about it. In fact, I feel anxiety for it myself and my struggle with an
to transform my thinking into be- entire problem is laced with decepto actually happen. Then I would
eating disorder called bulemia,
lieving that! am powerful and don 't tion like this. When a friend asks have my long-awaited victory over typified by consumption of large
have to face any consequences in me ifI want to go eat, I reply that I fat, calories and dieting!
amounts of food followed by selflife. I get the power to redeem
am not hungry. Minutes later I rush
I see myself losing even more induced vomiting or laxative use.
myself from bingmg and purging. I into the cafeteria and gorge myself
weight. I ignore my continuous
Since the time I wrote My Obsesdon 'tmind being disillusioned about 'to sickness.
headaches,
stomachaches
and sion, my sickness worsened. I was
my ability to avoid punishment for
I know I need help with my con- fainting spells. My required sleep- eventually binging and purging two
my sins.
flict, but when the thought of couning hours increase. Malnutrition
I have always been conscious of seling comes to mind, I quickly
robs me of my beauty, asmy hair
Obession, Cont'd, pg 15
my body, and the thought of losing ignore it. No matter what anyone
thins out and my skin turns leathermy slender and girlish figure both- .
ers me. I tell myself that the thighs,
buttocks, cheeks and waist all have
to go. I long for the thinness of the
models I see in Vogue and Cosmopolitan. I look at how their hipbones are noticeable through clothing, and I become overwhelmed
with desire to be that thin, too.
When I was in high school my
mother learned of my problem with
food obsession and bulemia. I have
been able to escape from her scrutiny now that I am away at college.
Sh.e.of~~.~ill~l1leoy(;:rtlJePhol},(L
•.~:

Fridays at 7pm
RoomTE-210
(1464 University Drive)
~A

is open to at\)!one it\tet'e5ted it\ exp1ori1'\9
issues or ql-lesf1ot\sabol-lt seXl-laloriet\tanot\ea)!J lesbiat'\j bisexl-lal, or straiehtl 01-1" t'efJl-lla..
meen"'9s featw'e edl-lcanot\al speakers (both
local a~ t\anot\~I), discI-Issiot\topics, 9t'OI-IP
Sl-lppol't, a~ social activities. .
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Japanese Culture

Q: What advice can you offer first-year students?

TIm Lowe

Don't over-extend yourself with
work and/or extracurricular activities. Develop a plan of reasonable time management, and
stick to it.
-- Tim Lowe

. Learning is a fun type of serious
business if you develop discipline
and a sense of concentration. Time.
management that puts college work
first will allow much quality "fun
time" and achieve the academic
success you are after. These are
behaviors I've yet to personally
achieve and wish I had at least
worked on as a freshman.
-- Earl Maggard

ing and partying. Too much
studying you will lose your mind,
too much partying you will flunk
out. It will only get harder.
-- John Catlin

Don't underestimate the importance
of developing a good rapport with
your professors.
-- Julie Summers

Kathy Bogle

Julie Workman

Earl Maggard

Enjoy the new experiences and
develop the ability to focus.

.
By Bob Rudd and Pete Lutze
Professors of Communication
Sped al to The University News
,
Inobservingthecurrentstruggle
between the television media and
government over press coverage of
the Gulf War-a debate that has
become something of a ritual in
times such as these-onecan'thelp
recalling Iran's assessment of the
Gulfconflictas a whole: Itis difficult
to take sides in this dispute, since
neither side seems to be on particularly high moral ground.
On the surface, the media 'ys.
government debate centers around
the concept of "immediacy," New
communication technologies for the
first time allow Americans-and
the rest of the world-s-to see a war
as it happens on their television sets
(from the comfort of their homes).
From the government's perspective,
the instantaneous coverage made
possible by these new technologies
does pose genuine security problems. Admittedly, there may well
be justification for keeping secret
some information directly related
to current operations, damage assessments, etc. One can understand
why the Israeli government might
prefer that the networks not put up
a map of Tel Aviv, showing where
the incoming Scuds have landed, in
the midst of a missile attack. As
we've been told over and over in the
promos, Saddam Hussein watches
CNN, too.
.
But at the same time, one wonders, Are the severe restrictions
placed on the press by our govemmentdesignedsimplytoservewhat
should be narrow and tightly de-

Take full advantage of your newfound freedom but not to the extent
that you lose sight of the reason
you're here. Have fun, experience
new things but seriously, don't put
your studying off, because it only
gets worse.
-- Julie Workman

,
fmedinterests of security? Or, as so
often happens, is the interest of
military security being used tOJ'us..
tJ~ycens~r~hlp that h~ more to do
With political security? No one
should underestimate, in a nation
already divided, the importance to
the Bush administration of maintaining a public perception that the
war is going well. For example,
military Public Affairs Officers
caution reporters in Saudi Ambia
not to show anything "negative."
.
.
The airbase designated for processing dead American soldiers will
be off limits to reporters. The Pentagon recently announced that there
will be no formal ceremony for dead
soldiers at Dover, Delaware, thus
eliminating the photo opportunity
ofrows of flag-draped coffins.
As the warprogresses theamount
of information seems to become
increasingly Iimited-even
more
effectively managed. Military
spokespersons are friendly, reasonableandcoopemtiveeven when
they are stonewalling. They"expIain
that they are still learning how to
cope with the immediacy of coverage made possible by the new
technologies. The real danger,
however, is not the threat these new
technologies pose to military security, but the attempt to use their
communicative potential as a justification for even greater censorship
and political control over a free
press. As legitimate concerns for
military security are used tocamouflage more blatantly political agendas, the threat of censorship becomes more ominous-and more
difficult to perceive.
Not that .the government has

John Catlin

Enjoy your first year and learn how
to budget your time between study-

Don't be afraid of the professors. Most of them are helpful
and can help you have successful experiences in their classes.
Listen, attend classes and live by
the syllabus. Most important. ..
try to have fun ... don't take college too seriously. The more relaxed you are... the easier it
seems.
-- Kathy Bogle

It's not too late to learn .
KoichiKim
NIPPON CLUB
Special to The University News
Geisha, Mt.
Fuji
and
Samurai. Don't
be embarrassed
if that is about
how much you
know of Japanese culture.
You are not
alone. Since I came to America six
years ago, American people still
surprise me every day with strange
questions.
I remember as a young and hand.some exchange student in the wonderful big town of Nampa, a classmate told me a horrible story of
"starving poor children in Japan,"
or others learned that Japanese
people live in "rabbit hutches."
Some people even thought Japan
had a birth control law to prevent
population increase. Please, Japan
has cornea long way from the Great
Nippon Empire -- even then women
were encouraged to have more babies for the Empire.
The most shocking incident of all
occurred one day when a pretty girl
asked me to say, "What's up, hot
stuff?" Ididn't understand why she
was so happy (I mean laughing so
hard) until I saw the movie Sixteen

lot of American people do it,
lhough.).
..
.
Young mtellIgentzla of Amenca.
You may not
advanced. from
those people. Sipping cappucmo at
the cafe and eating "sushi" might
make you feel good but will not
make "you" good, especially those
people who have a lot of classes in
the business building. Young ambitious ladies and gentlemen tell me
proudly, "When I ~et this degree
~rom B~U, I wou.ld lik?, to w~rk for
international ~UStness. Don.t take
mewrong. Ihkethe~oundo~ltt?O.
I would not be here m Amenca If I
didn't But what are you doing
about it?
Wake up! I think there are numerous things you can do in Boise to
give yourself an "international"
background. Many foreign lan-

Ix: ~

Dr. Robert Rudd and Dr. Peter Lutze, arch-critics of media
self-censorship, pose next to a familiar televised visage.
Photo by Scott McMurtrey

anything serious to worry about, they were-were
striking. The
however. The media cheerleading
leader of the free world against the
through the first few days of the war "madman" Saddam Hussein. Franclearly exceeded even the most op- ,tic, crazed-looking Jordanians,
timistic projections of administrascreaming wildly in the streets of
tion news managers, with the Pen- Amman, were juxtaposed against
tagon finding itself in the enviable
the calm, rational pronouncements
position of having to caution the ofajustAmerican foreign policy by
press not to get too euphoric about well-groomed State Department
the early progress of the war. Despite spokespersons. A steady stream of
some grumblings about the restric- current and previous government
tions of the pool coverage, the press and military officials have assured
has shown little inclination to seri- us almost every hour of the "comously challenge official fnterpreta- plete coverage of the Gulf War"
tions of the war so far. When other that there was no other alternative.
members of the media are willing to And, of course, that we will prevail.
suggest that CNN's Peter Arnett is
What the media have failed to
simply being used as a propaganda
do, however, is provide any cohertool by the Iraqi government, White ent explanation of what the war is
House spin doctors would seem to about. The live, instantaneous covhave little to fear.
erage is less interested in history or
In fact, rather than turning pub- complexity than in getting good
Iic opinion against military in- pictures and dramatic sound bites.
volvement in the Gulf, the televised Following the Aug. 2 invasion of
media have, throughout the con- Kuwait, and throughout the U.S:
flict, played a significant role in buildup loward war, the focus of
cultivating public support/or the
war. The Jmages-s-and that's all Censorship con't on page 6

Nippon

Con't on page 6

The University
News
wants to hear from
you!

Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
- You can mail the letters directly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID, 83725, or hand deliver it to our office at 1603
ltl University Drive.
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/Dr: Lamont

Lyons

""Al~

becomes apersonal thing. Itisas
difficult for a college graduate to
fmd his or her way through the
By Rhonda Clements
world as it is an elementary stu- ing on the role of associate dean
The University News .
in the education department, but
dent." said Lyons.
Lyons believes school becomes a taking on such a role didn't aldirect reflection of one's inner self. low for a lot of teaching time.
He feels that reading and writing Teaching is what Lyons loves
Some people finish highschool
are important not only because and does best, and if he can't
with a sigh of relief and have no
teach he would rather not
desire to continue their educado anything else.
tion with college. Other people
Teaching is an art for
go to college with the intention
Lyons; he truly believes his
of having a career, and without
Lyons feels one of
love for teaching will rea degree that career would not
flect upon his students and
otherwise be possible. And yet
hls roles as a prothey will see that the inothers love learning so much
fessor
is
to
help
trinsic gratifications by far
that they make a career out of
students discover
outweigh the negatives.
school. This week's Hot Prof,
themselves through
Lyons feels oneofhisroles
Lamont Lyons, reflects back to
as a professor is to help
the first day of elementary
their failures and
students discover themschool, and how from that day
successes.
selves through their failon he's always left the house
ures and successes.
with school books underhis ann.
Lyons, at one time, thought
"Going to school is my career;
there's a necessity for survival in a when he reached fifty he would
school is home for my mind!"
world that practically depends on go back and teach high school.
said Lyons. It is one thing to be
a teacher of math, science, or computers, but because they act as He is amazed at how time has
even social science, but Lyons connections for something bigger. changed his life journey, and
The world is a fascinatingplace full how his home now lies here at
has one of the most challenging
of knowledge, and without the BSU. Lyons offers his edueaaspects of teaching. He teaches
means of relating, the world can tion students a positive reflecfuture teachers how to teach; he
somehow turn into a very frighten- tion into a very special career
lays down the foundations of
ing place.
that shapes the future leaders of
teaching. Lyons has always enLyons, a BYU history and politi- our society. He is a professor
joyed school, so when he decided to go i~to teaching itcame .{ cal science graduate, spends a great .' that illustrates the necessity of
and how
natural for hun.
.'\. <; deal of his time guiding graduate~ self-~velopment
students through their own studies. . learning can be a positive expe"Education, learning, and
Lyons says it takes a lot of energy, rience.
teaching are all personal; it
doesn't matter if a person is in but it is a form of teaching so he
enjoys it immensely. He tried takhigh school or college.learning
Censorship

Con'l from page 5

the press, as always, was on the
day-to-day events ofthe story. What
was happening, rather than why. We
heard the rhetoric of the two leaders. Saddam Hussein telling us
Americans would swim in their own
blood. Bush, telling us Saddam
would get his ass kicked. We followed James Baker's world travels
as he built the UN coalition. What
we did not hear was the history of
the region. An explanation of the
political context. Numerous questions remain unasked. How did
Saddam become so powerful and
whatrole has the U.S. played in his
rise? Why have we armed the
Middle East countries? How well
does a policy of regional deterrence
through massive arms buildups
work? Whose political and economic interests would be served by
our involvement in the Gulf-and
whose would not? Why are so many
citizens of the region so violently
opposed to our involvement there
and why do their governments
support such involvement? What
are the long-term implications of
the war from an Arabpointof view?
In light of television's coverage
of the Gulf crisis so far, it seems
clear that what bothers the press
most is not die possibility that they
are.being misled by their government, but simply their inability to
gain' even quicker .8ccess to even
more official information concem. ing operations, damage assessments. etc. Quite simply, they are
not being allowed to use their tech-

>

nology to the fullest. Now that they ritual of America going to war, and
have the technical capability to pro- are unlikely to address the systemic
vide immediate coverage of the war, factors that shape the types of covthey are frustrated that they are not erage we receive.
The inherent constraints of a
allowed to do so. Nothing more.
Itis precisely this obsession with commercial, profit-driven inforimmediacy by the televised media, mation system based on deadlines,
and their insistence on framing the the scoop mentality, limited airwar as just another sporting event, time, vivid pictures. and catchy
that ought to concern us most. sound bites give us not news, but
infotainment. The economic imperativesof audience maximization
The economic
ensure superficial coverage. More
imperatives of audi- important, the apparent conflict
between the media and the governence maximization
ment hides more fundamental inensure superficial
terests that they have in common.
coverage.
Both institutions reflect a predominantly white, male, American,
Through the continued suppression college-educated, middle class point
of discussions of the history of the ofview and values. Both institutions
region, the political and economic constitute extensive bureaucracies
context of this conflict, and the long- dedicated to the furtherance of exterm implications of our involve- isting economic relationships, a
ment, the media continue to suggest particular type of democratic govthat these are issues that don 't mat- ernment and our preeminent positer. This media frame has implica- tionin the "New World Order."
tions well beyond the Persian Gulf
War. Such a frame cultivates a way
of seeing, and not seeing, the world,
and only increases the likelihood
that the past mistakes of government and media will become, once
again, the policies of the future.
As usual following media events
of this magnitude, we wi1llikely be
subjected to a seemingly endless
array of media specials, "probing"
the issues of media coverage of the
war. Do not expect the nature of
media coverage to change very
much,however. Itmrely does.Sqch
dialogues are simply part of the

Is --.001 Is --001 Is _-001
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

Ithink its really sad to see so much
publicity given to those who protest
the war and our troops being in
Saudi Arabia. Itdoesn'tmatteranymore whether or not we should be
there because we are there now and
that is not going to change.
We needllO support out troops in
the litem1sense. They need to know
that they will receive a welcome
home when the time comes. I have
been writing toseveml members of
our Armed Forces who are stationed
in the Gulf. All of them have written
about how good it made them feel
and how high morale is because of
all of the support they were getting
from "back home." It is very important that their confindence in what
they are doing stays high so that as
many as possible will come home
safely.
If you take a moment and just try
to imagine what it must be like,
fighting for your country, only to
find out that your friends and family
don't think you should be there. Do
people honestly believe it would
help our men and women to perform their very best and increase
their chances of returning safely
knowing this?
Everyonehastheirownviewpoints
and beliefs about this war, but right
or wrong our husbands, fathers,
brothers, sons and friends are there
and that is not going to change.
Can't we support our troops? Mter
all, they need our support now more
than ever.
~..
(PatriciaRhyhes
Dear Editor:

Oh goody! Six anonymous professors are outraged by a new pay
and promotion plan which was
"leaked" to the BSU NEWS and
which allegedly weighs publications
more heavily than teaching performance. Not only that, but the plan
is for the-publications (which one
gets by selling out to the "good-oldboy network") to be second and
third-rate and trivial. Not only that,
but we're about to start having huge
classes taught by graduate students.
On the other hand, that might not be
so bad, since faculty members who
spend their time publishing in referred journals make lousy teachers. Thank God that somebody has
the courage to speak out on these
issues.
Sincerely,
Alan Brinton
Department of Philosophy

Editor:
.
The University News' policy to
edit letters for grammar and libelous content must not apply toeditorials. Wh.atelse could explain the
_ embarrassing January 28th eWtori·
als by Larry Purviance and Tamara
Sandmeyer.
First,Larry,yourwrilingdeserves
special recognition for mutilation
of the English language. Imagine,
being the Editor in Chief of a university newspaper without the
slightest idea of how to construct a
complete sentence or of what constitutes a paragraph. You do, however, seem to be in love with adjectives, so try these on for size: insulting, demeaning, sophomoric, fallacious, confused, and illiterate. Editors have a responsibility to write in
clear, reasoned language, however
difficult that may be. If the point
you are trying so hard to make can
not stand on its own merits without
resorting to such uncontrolled verbat convulsions, then you really have
nothing to say at all.
Your editorial, Ms. Sandmeyer,
was somewhat more intelligible, if
not intelligent. Please explain what
"vessels ofterrorism" are and what
exactly is sexual or animal terrorism? So you really expect anyone
!O believe th~t the IRS collecting
mcome taxes lS comparable to Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait and the literal
murder, rape and torture of its
people? .You clai~ that "true democracy I~a ~yth m America" and
.that Amenca IS a terrorist county. . ) ...
The very fact that you can pUblla",,~
such ludicrous contentions simul- .,·'r,,. .
taneously disproves them and exposes your ignorance of what constitutes either democracy or terrorism. In effect, such cheap statements libel everyone who has suffered from real terrorism and as
such are beneath contempt.
Differences of opinion are in both
the American and the academic tradition, but Boise State University
deserves better than this. Certainly,
you must be capable of more. Ifnot
then I suggest you both resign so we
can have editorials that won't embarrass us all.
Gregory Feeler

Nippon Con" from page 5

guages are offered in BSU classes
including Japanese and I am sure it
has a potential to expand. Most of
all, best textbooks of foreign culturesarewalkingaroundyou. There
are numerous foreign students including 50 students from Asia University in Tokyo to attend the five
month long special program atBSU.
Without the language skills and
first hand contact, I don't see how
an "international businessperson"
can do good business with foreigners or in foreign countries. In fact I
know many who do not do very
well in Japan and come back to tell
America how "unfair"Japaneseare.
And those who do well, believe me
there are many more of them than
you think, are not telling how they
did it.
So .if you really. decide to. add
somedifferent fla\'9r to your plain

Idaho spud brain, there are numerous interesting BSU organizations
on the campus. You don't have to
be a black person to join Black
Student Union or a foreign student
to be a member of the International
Student Association. Just remember tobe always open-minded about
everything, but after all, what is the
life without a liuIe "spice," right?
Well, if you fmd interest in Japan,
its people, society, culture, or politics, join us with Nippon Club.
Nippon Club is not a political,
religious, nor ethnic oriented club.
It is just a simple club where you
can fmd someone to talk about Japan. to shareyourcommon intereSts
and gain new language. We are
opentoanyoneexceptthoseperverts
who find abnormal sexual desire
tow8fd Japanpse women I
I·

I

Now you can afford to drcm: in color

~

,
I

If you thought that finding a color Apple introduces
Macintosh' system you could afford was just a dream, then the
new affordable Macintosh LCis a dream come true.
The Macintosh LCis rich in color. Unlike many computers
that can display only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC
expands your palette to 256 colors. It also comes with a
microphone and new sound-input technology that lets you
personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LCis easy to set up and
easy to master. And it runs thousands of available applications
that all work in the same, consistent way-so once you've
. learned one program, you're well on your way to learning them
all. The Macintosh LCeven lets you share information with
someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to the
versatile Apple~SuperDrive~ which can read from and write
to Macintosh, MS·DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

the ~Iacintosh LC.

Take a look at the Macintosh LCand see
what it gives you. Then pinch yourself.
It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit the

Business Building
Room 116.

.e

The power to be your bestO'IIOAppIt~Inc._
..

... AppltIogo,IIld
r...-...'-'olApplt~Inc.IIupOIllrMIIld"1bo_IoI>l~
.MS-DOSIa.r...-..._ol_~OSI2Ia.r...-..._ol

__
~

tr-..bolApplt~1nc.

: 'Idaho ZoOlogical SociE

March 15deadline

The Idaho Zoological Socle
to partlclr:>ate In a contest fe
Feast For The Beast.
Feast ForThe Beast Is a dlnn4
thezo.o. .the IdahoZoologlq:
has been scheduled for Sej:
the zoo grounds. Proceedl
capital Improvements at zo
The contestwinnerwlII recet
avalueof$l00,
Theywlllals(
In the Friends of the Zoo ne,
promote the event, and on
served and sold at the feas:
Contest entries must be d
Zoolqglcal Society, 355 Nor!
. 83702, The contest closes at
Information. contact Vera ~
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iely Logo Contest
lety Invites local artistsand students'

r for selection of a logo for the 1991

ner/dancesponsored by Frlendsof
cplSoclety. Thethlrdannualzoofarl .~.
ptember 13among the beasts on .
ds from the event Will be used for
Zoo Boise.
",
.~.:, ,:.
elvetwotlcketstothe gala.evening.
Isobe recognized attfle event and
ewsletter. The logo will be used to
>n a speclal-labef wine that will be
::1st.
delivered or mailed tolne Idaho .
rth Julia Davis Drlve. Boise. Idaho.
5 p.m .•March 15, 1991. Formore
I Noyce at 384-4125.
.

': ou decided on a major yet?
:"~ome Into the Career dP1ani
nllstn~~~~
;. nt Office In the A m n
I
I"t~oom 123 and sign up for a caree{
t:J"lannlng workshop. leam how 0
Ctat flnal decIsIon on which careelr Is
ou Three workshOPSare be ng
different times. You need. only

J cit

~g~~~:bruary

9, 10 ern. - noon.
sdov February 21, 6 - 8 p.rn.
rmore'lnformatlon, call 385-1747.

,i

lTVPresents The Overcoat
Feb. 14-16,22,23

Idaho Theater for Youth Is pulling out ~II the
Stops for its.prod.uc.tlon of Nikolai Gogol s The
Overcoat. Under the direction of IlYASsociate
Director Dan Peterson, this spirited and Plavtuth
II
blend of music dance and visual design Is e
pertectvalentine for all ages. 5et In 19th century Russia,thIs unique presentation sports tremendous sIghts and sounds thanks to scenic
and lighting designer BillReid.
costume designer TonI Hodge and a musical
scorefeaturlng.thesoarlng m.uslcofTchalkovsky.
The Overcoat will on Stage II.of the Morrlson·
Center All pertormancesDegln at 7p.m. Tickets
available a t all 5elect-A-seat outlets; the cost
Is$6 for adults and $4 for students ($.50 5electA-5eatfee not Included). Formore Information, .:
call the Theaterfor VOlJthat~;.
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The people your mother warned you about
FibnReview
by Jady Howard
The University News _~

she watches Lilly from her carsurreal effects that intrigue and
__
captivate. Elmer Bernstein's music alternately delights, calms and
The Griflers opens by showing
unnerves us.
us some lyrics from Lady and the
The costuming illustrates the
Tramp, but make no mistake-this
characters perfectly-more
tight
is not a Disney film. Those of us skirts and low-cut tops than the
who remember The Sling can recall Holiday Inn's lounge. If the clothes
a loving, light-hearted romp through make the woman, then we clearly
the world of the grifter (con artist, read what Lilly and Myra are adswindler); this movie gives us the vertising. The earrings alone are
dark, bleak and probably the more worth the price of admission.
honest side.
The acting is exceptional.
Trusisapowerfulfllmaboutsome
Bening's Myra plays a giggling
verysleazypeople,butthatdoesn't
bimbo, with or without brains, as
mean you won't care about them. the situation demands. She likes to
You will. More than one person take her clothes off, parading her
getspunchedln the gut in this movie; assets and distributing them as neethe audience leaves the theater essary to get what she wants. Her
stunned,
hard-as-nails interior eventually
Based on Jim Thompson's novel, becomes evident, colliding with
the story centers around three small- Lilly's similar nature.
time hustlers: Roy (John Cusack),'
Cusack plays a cautious loner
who makes a tidy sum ripping off who's been hurt enough by his
his fellow human in the nicest pos- mother to be wary of the same type
sible way; his girlfriend, M¥ra of manipulation in Mym. But he
(Annette Bening),'who's looking underestimates what he's about ~

return

for a "Prince Chaiming" to
hee to the world of the big con

face-the

battle rnging inside hig¥

and between his common sense and
thinks she just may have found her , desires become visibly obvious.
mati in Roy; and Lilly (Angelica
Huston overshadows everyone
Huston), Roy's mother, who runs with her powerful Lilly in a perf orplayback money at theracetrack for mance worthy of an Oscar. Always
the mob and comes guilt-tripping
hardanddirectbeneath the surface,
backintoRoy'slifeaftereightyears
she is not afraid to look haggard,
of absence, demanding the love she needy and frightened. She startles
never gave him.
with her ability to transform from
Theflreworks between these two one moment to the next-suddenly
women as they squabble over Roy's
she's seductive, alluring. Her steely
affection is fun to watch, but soon will to survive underscores her
escalates into the fuse that sets off character, becoming her greatest
an explosive chain of events, cul- strength and weakness.
minating with a gut-wrenching
When Lilly rushes her bleeding
conclusion.
son to the hospital, she tells the
Director Ste{>henFrears creates a doctor frankly, "My son is gonna
noirish world similar to the '40sand
be all right. If not, I'll have you
{ - '50s movies, with amber lighting killed." The chilling scene where
and shadows playing a key role in Lilly is "disciplined" by mob boss,
atmosphere. Lighting and scenery Bobo Justus (played with terrifying
become a character of their own. mauer-of-factness by Pat Hingle),
Special moments: Roy sluing in his is all the more frightening because
dark bedroom,pmcticing the feel of we know Lilly's strength of will.
a coin against his hand to tell if it's Her confused attempts at motherheads or tails; dreamy flashbacks;
hood reflect a deep desire for love,
the glint of light in MYra's eye as yet inability to truly give or receive

r----------------------------,

it
The''regularpeople''inthefi~
the people conned and swindled and
coming in contact with the griftersstand out in stark contrast to Roy,
Lilly and Mym, making their unique
type of evil very plausible, making
you wonder if you locked your car
before you came in. (Especially
wonderful is the old character actor
playing Roy's landlord who is com-

Buy One, Get One FREE
Any 2-8ooop Ice Cream Sundae
. Or ReguIarYogurt Sundae
Good only allocatlon(.)
Ilstcd. One coupon per VlsIL Not good wilh any
other offer. Void when: prohlbited or reslrl<ted by law.
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pletely taken in by Roy. As the
landlord says, "That man could be
president,")
The Grlfters is a practically perfect, painstaking portrait of people
so crooked they "could eat soup
with a corkscrew." The inevitable
issue of consequences, of digging a
pit for others and then falling into it
yourself, rings painfully true. Add
to that the nightmarish act of choos-

ing between your family or your
life. ("You don't know what I'd do
to survive," says Lilly to Roy.)
The movie reveals a harsh reality-destructive
lifestyles tend to
self-destruct, but they're still human, and it still hurts.
The Griflers--rated Rfor nudity,
language and violence-ss playing
at the Cineplex Odeon Theater,
Boise Towne Square location.
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.To.the Gulf with love
there need all the support we can
give them."
The UniversityNews
_
Everyone will find something
suitable to send. There is a variety
of cards from which to choose.
Want to get involved? Recycled
Some are applicableto certain relaPaper Products, Inc., of Chicago
and two Boise businesses are giv- tionships and conditions while other
cards express general wishes like
ing interested people the opportunity. RecycledPaper Products, Inc., "You make me smile," "Lots of
has donated a total of 400,000 val- love on Valentines Day" and, apentines to stores carrying their propriately, "You're a warm spot m
products at a rate of 600 per store. a very cold world."
"We will try and have cards to
All are to be signed by members of
the Treasure Valley and mailed to send right up to Valentines Day,"
troops in the Persian Gulf. In ad- said Stokes. "We just need more
dition, 125,000 blank cards will be peo~le to come in, even if they
don t have any family or friends
shipped to the Gulf enabling troops
involved. They canjust write some
to send cards home to loved ones.
Locally, The Brown Wrapper and friendly message. We just need to
Pulse have received a total of 1,200 let soldiers know we're thinking
cards. Pat Stokes, co-owner and about them," said Stokes.
_"Mailing costs will be taken care
operator of The Brown Wrapper,
has also donated an additional 600 of," said Stokes but contributions
are being accepted at The Brown
of her own cards for the cause.
As of Friday, Feb. I, Stokes was Wrapper to defray the cost of mail"tickled pink by the response so far. ing and, according to Stokes, cards
will also be made available for upPublic reaction has been very
positive. We have almost 300 ready coming holidays should this effort
to mail out already. It would just be succeed and the conflict persist
Pulse is located in the T.1. Maxx
fantastic if we could send all 1,800
Plaza on the comer of Milwaukee
cards out of Boise."
and Fairview. The Brown Wrapper
BSU student Tom Brown mailed
a card to his life-long friend Don can be found at 1656 West State
Potter stationed in an artillery unit Street Those wanting to donate
in Saudi Arabia. Brown said. "I' time or postage or simply in need of
don't necessarily agree with war, more information should contact
but I believe that the people over Pat Stokes at 343-8821.
Holiday Event
by Neil Winberg

°r't

American history
from
A Black Perspective
....

-
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These loving animals and many other wonde~1
HOurs:M-F 10 orn, to 7 p.m.
.
Sot and sun10ern, to 6 p.m.

.

pets are

avaIlable at the animal shelter.
For more Information call 342-3508
or come visit us at 4833 Dorman st.. BoIse

---_ ...-_~~-
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Bronco wrestlers take down Cal Poly
Mansfield (6-4) fought Poly sophomore Eric Schwartz tooth and nail
in a see-saw match that saw the
points on the scoreboard flash back
and forth. Both team 'scoaches were
in a frenzy after questionable officiating. Both sidelines were in an
uproar and the crowd was in dis-

may.

MATCH ANALYSIS
Qy LUy Looney

The universitY News

Bronco wrestlers dominated the
mats last Wednesday in a 23-12
victory over Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo. The win was Boise State's
second conference triumph.
Boise State's Larry Duran (13-6)
kicked off the meet with a 2-1 win
over Cal Poly's Joey Dansby (8-81) at the 1I8-pound weight class.
Sophomore Larry Garrison (10-71) gave an impressive performance
in his victory over Nate Erickson.
Garrison out-scored his opponent
14-6 to capture the 134-pound
matchup.
At 142 pounds, Boise State's Carl
I'"

1'-

Zamom (18-10-2) scored 9 points
to Cal Poly freshman Ramon

Macias' 4 points.
Senior Nels Nelson (13-3-1) was
back in action for the Broncos after
missing two meets with an ankle
injury. Nelson, at 150 pounds,
scored a 2-1 win over freshman
Jake Gaeir.
Boise State's sophomore Paul
Jackson (3-10), a 167-pounder,
racked up 14 points in his win over
Cal Poly junior Shawn Armstrong.
Armstrong managed only six points.
Senior Mitch Mansfield turned in
another outstanding performance.

TIed at four with 1:09 left in the
third period, Mansfield managed an
escape and lifted the score to 5-4.
Less than a minute remained when
Schwartz squirmed for a reversal.
The score was then 5-6 in favor of
Schwartz. Mansfield broke away
for an escape and with only 48 seconds left, shot for the take-down.
Mansfield's moves were worth three

,.
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the fmal seconds had ticked off the:::}"··
clock. In the end, Schwartz gained
a point in riding time.
::::
Mansfield was finally signaled the
winner in an 8-7 crucial decision
over Schwartz.
The victory put Boise State'stearn .
score at20 while Cal Poly remained
at nine. Without the win frem

=d~~~:e:~~~f:=~.~~~;··,···

State puUed off

their

:i;;:·!!i:~l

second PAC-,

10 win 20-18.
Boise State was defeated at the
126, 158 and 190 weight divisions.
The Broncos also lost the heavyweight match up.
Boise State went on the road to
take part in the Oklahoma St. Invitational Friday and Saturday, February 1 and 2. Stats from that meet
were not available at press time. .
Boise State will hostits final home
meet of the season Saturday, February 9, in Bronco Gym.
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Women win fourth stTaight
Varbanova sets Boise State record

GAME ANALYSIS
Qy Jim Covillon

.

The University News

The Broncos' 78-68 victory over
Northern Arizona University
Thursday gave the Boise State
women their third Big Sky Conference win in a row. This win improves their record to 7-11 overall
and 4-3 in the conference.
The Lumberjacks came out running atthe startand built up a 21-8
lead. Boise State looked as if they
were watching the game instead of
playing it. Part of the problem may
have been playing three games in
six days, two of those on the road.
Fortunately, the Broncos started to
turn things around midway through
the first half.
Going into the game it was apparent that the Broncos needed to get
tougher physically on the inside.
Boise State has improved during

the last few weeks, but early in the
game their lack of movement and.
failure to box out under the basket
showed litt.le improvement.
Freshman sensation Barb Koenig
came in and jump-started the Boise
State offense. This high school AlIAmerican phenomenon stole the
ball, raced down-court and fmished
with a layup to halt a Lumberjack
10-point run.
Koenig may have also ignited the
defense, as the Broncos forced 25
Northern Arizona turnovers in the
game. The Broncos headed into the
locker room at half-time holding a
35-30 lead.
.
Boise State came out shooting at
the start of the second half with 10
unanswered points. Combined with
their eight point run to close the first
half, the Broncos had a string of 18
points to Northern Arizona's zero.
A school shooting percentage
record was set during the game by
Boise State's own Bulgarian connection,Lidiya Varbanova. Sheset
the record by sinking 11 shots out of
11 attempts from the floor, shooting.
100 percent. The 6 foot 4 inch
Varbanova scored a season-high 24
points.
Wendy Myers had 10 rebounds
along with eight points. Lyndsie
Rico, whose tenacious hounding of

the opposing ball handler matched
her outstanding offensive performance, had three steals, three assists and nine points. Barb Koenig
finished the game with 13 points
but her aggressive play gave the
team and the fans much more.
The women will meet Nevada in
the Pavilion on February 14 at 5:30

p.m.
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LILYLOONEY
Bronco basketball.
part 2
'
In last Thursday's encouraging
win over Montana, Boise State
showed promise. The Broncos
buckled down and played hard.
Tanoka Beard played an unusually
physical game. He played stronger
and with more intensity. He dominated inside the paint - his world;
but Saturday night, he surrendered
it. The Broncos took advantage of
opportunities to score. Jeff Sanor
and Lance Vaughn collected three
pointers and again, Billy Fikes
showed outstanding leaping ability
as he scored quick points from the
inside. Saner, Beard, Vaughn, and
Fikes all scored-in the double figures. They were able to wear down
their opponents. Vaughn intimidated and controlled his man. He
may have been the small man on the
court, but he played with a big man
behind Beard in defense although
mentality. He was the manipulator.
both played a physical game.
Then, in a big puff of smoke, the
Engellant
unintentionally
hit
hope was gone. Kaput! Vanished!
Beard's left hand with his face. For
Saturdaynight'sball-boblingblunsome reason the Montana center
der saw the Broncos fall hard. The
became very upset.
moments of brilliance exhibited
This frustration carried over into
against Montana were swallowed
the second half when Fikes grabbed
up by a big, ugly monster called
his own rebound after missing a
INCONSISTENCY.
Weber State
field-goal attempt, shot and was
gladly took advantage of the BronGAME ANALYSIS
blocked by Engellant. Again Fikes
cos faux pas as they feasted on a
retrieved his own rebound and the 6
buffet of missed shots and tumJim Covillon
foot6inchforwardclimbedthesky
o~rsTh
d
. h th
The University News
to slam home a crashing dunk over
n urs ay rng t, e team was,
"
Engellant, who was whistled for a
,on. ~ey w.ere able to l;OntroJ the., ",Last' ,r1"Lursda B '_.i S
Ia ed fioul"~"',
," , ','
~tgamYe
~oti·:ThtGMZiycent;r:'aea;.i;$et,
, ,Saturday, th~lacked i~
only di~ they. beat the league-leadsaid something sweet to an official
,"/nigh.t.
the team's chemistry was 109 University of Montana, the andwaspromptlycalledforanother
\':",;, com 109 together. Saturday night it Bro~cos f1uster~, c~ushed ~d
f~~I, this ume a t~hmcal.
, looked more like a chemical spill dominated the Grizzlies, tallying
. It was r~ physical, but the offiThe Broncos panicked in afastpaced
up a 72-53 final score.,.
cials kept It 10 ~ontrol. Th~y calle?,
game they couldn't control. They __A ~ey to the Br~ncos win was ev~~mg, which,I guess, ISgood,
were aggrivated. They lost con- turnmg around their poor reboundsaid Fikes.
centration. They lost composure.
mg. record.
.
The teamwork ~n both offense
Since the start of the season BOIse and defense was Impeccable. The
State has not out-rebounded any starting five all scored in double
ACCURACY
team they have played. On the other figures, with Sanor scoring 14,
Boise State took 49 shots and came hand, the Grizzlies have broken into Beard 13, Vaughn and Trotter each
up with only 24 baskets. Weber was the NCAA top 10 in the rebound
II and Fikes 10. '
--------lEm
good for 54.3 percent of their at- margin. The University of Montana
tempts. Boise State made 10 of 17 is ranked eighth in the nation, avercrutial free throws, while Weber ' aging eight and a half rebounds
shot 86.6 percent from the line.
more per game than their opponent.
Plain and simple, Boise State In the national USA Today power
couldn't make baskets. They took ranking the Grizzlies were spotted
handfuls of shots from the same at 142 while the Broncos appeared
spots, by the same players, and they at 184.
came up with the same 'results.
"We went to the boards harder
Goose eggs. Opportunities were tonight. We out-rebounded them,"
shot out from under the Broncos. said Bronco forward Billy Fikes.
Shot after shot was off the mark.
The game also matched up the two
They were unable to produce points. bestcoaches in the Big Sky ConferThere were "no excuses."
ence. The Grizzlies Coach Stew
Morrill has never beaten the Bron- '
cos in the Pavilion. It looks like
RELENTLESSNESS
poor Stew will have to wait until
When applied to persons, relent- next year to try again.
Boise State started conference play
lessness describes one who is coldly
alooffrom thesoftnessoflife. Oops, poorly on the road this year WIth a
there's that darn word again: "soft". choking, sputtering offense and a
The Broncos fouglit with relent- defense that leaked like a sieve. The
Broncos were clearly frustrated and
lessness and tenacity against
Montana. Against the NCAA top nothing seemed to go right. Their
10 Grizzlies, the Broncos led 25-22 shooting was terrible and the entire
in rebounding, an area where they team looked psyched out.
Luckily for the team and the fans
have struggled. It Seemed they were
the situation has turned around. The
gaining on capturingrelentlessness.
AgainstWeber,theyrelented.
They Broncos weredisciplinedandstayed
were clearly out-rebounded 30-23. with Coach Bobby Dye's game plan
The Broncos did, however, in both when Montana players became
games, show great discipline as they flustered.
Lance Vaughn,a sophomore guard
stuck to the game plan through thick
for the Broncos, said, "We were
and thin.
The Broncos are capable of these able to beat them physically first
and mentally in the end. They were
things called consistency ,accuracy
and relentlessness. They've shown off balance all night."
Montana's center, 6 foot 10 inch
us that sometimes. Hopefully they'll
Daren Engellant, epitomized the
retun to showing it consistantly.
Grizzlies' loss of cool. Tanoka
Beard gave more than he took in the
man's battle for the position
-------:----:-c-lil2lB big
under the boards. Eng~llant lagged

Broncos beat Grizzlies, fall to Wildcats
Are there really two different men's hoops teams?
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GAME ANALYSIS
By Jim Covillon
'
The University News
;;The fans in the Boise State PaviliOn Saturday may have expected an
easy win over Weber State, considering the superior Bronco performance two evenings earlier
against the Montana Grizzlies. This
was an erroneous assumption as the
Wildcats beat the Broncos 76-65 in
a game that had strange mixes of
Bronco players on the floor at times.
At the half the score had Boise
State trailing by one point at 34 -35.
The Bronco defense was aggressive and hustling but it appeared
that Coach Bobby Dye was trying
to fit new lineups together. At cer-

lain times there was no listed center
on the floor for Boise State.
Dye might have been trying to
save some players from getting into
serious foul trouble. Jeff Sanor
played a total of four minutes in the
first half. After he received his second foul he did not appear on the
floor until after halftime. The offense showed adifferent look in this
game with the center and a forward
posting low with no movement and'
the ball being passed around the
perimeter. With a good outside
shooter like Sanor on the bench,
this tactic did nor beJp geuhe baJJin
the hoop. '",

The Wildcat offense, on the other
hand, showed a lot of movement
with players cutting in and out of
the middle. When Weber State was
on defense they clogged the inside
and blocked the passing lanes. In
the second half the Broncos consistently tried to force the ball inside to
Tanoka Beardonly to have the quick
Wildcat defense deny him the ball.
Even though the Broncos were
down at the half, there were flashes
of brilliance early on in the game.
Billy Fikes opened up the scoring
with a dunk that had the students
holding up "10" cards rating his
gymnastic ability. Vaughn pulled
down a rebound on the baseline
while surrounded by giants. These
flashes of brilliance were negated
by the Broncos' tightness.
The Broncos' inside game seemed
as brokenas the shot clocks over the
backboards, which caused an official time out to have them repaired.
Early in the second half acollective gasp escaped from the crowd as
Beard went down hard and limped
to the bench assisted by Billy Fikes.
The Broncos were ahead at this
point, leading 41-39. Beard came
back in limping and Boise State's
lead grew to 51-45.
Then the scoring draught started.
For a period which lasted almost 8
minutes, not one Boise State field
goal was scored. Jeff Sanor finally
scored a 3-pointer and the score
now had Weber State ahead by five
points with about four minutes left
10 the game. The Broncos were
trying to play catch-up but down the
stretch their free-throws had a hard
time finding the basket,
With 'the team and the fans dejected, the final score was Boise
State 65, Weber State 76.
The Broncos still have a shot at
the Big Sky Conference playoffs if
they start winning next week and
continue having good games.
The next home game will, be at
7:45 p.m. february 14 in the Pavilion.
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MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED ~
NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA INCOME NOWI ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
r». week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to earn $500$1000 for a one week en-campus marketing project. Must be
organized and hard working.
Call Cynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Guidebook and listings. For
complete details send $1.00 to:
P.O.Box15152,Dept.C5,Boise,
. Id., 83715-5152.
Christmas, Spring break,
, Summer TRAVEL FREE. Air
.., Couriersneeded andcruiseship
jobs. Call 1-805-682-7555 ext.
F-1434.
ASSEMBLER I earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworking part!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call. Amazing recorded
message 1-212-978-3440 24
hrs.
Read Books for paY-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
. DREAM JOBS NOWI
SPRING/SUMMER
Want a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii,Californorla,
Florida, cruise ships, natl. parks

!~"'

e;

& more.

100's of addressesl
telephone #s guaranteed.
Call 1-900-226-2644 $3/min.
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
Holiday Resorts, Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun
and get paid too! Reserve poshionby calling 1-805-682-7555
ext. K-1364.

L.'~'
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Have a ~ONFLICT or Two??
Call 385-1440 and ask for
Student MediatiOnServices.
A new service available to students in need of a helping hand
and best of all It's FREE..
Adult Children Anonymous
Meet/ng
Monday, Tuesday 12-1
SPEC Blue room
Open meetings
AA meetings
12·1 Monda~ thru Friday
University Christian Church
Room 4
Mature responsIble room",*~m:.%':m,'\,-=::?t@<.%"""",*~~~~~"m::'lmates. Two rooms available.
Male or female roommates
SCHOLARSHIPS ~ welcome. One room $190 util.
incl. One room $200 utn. incl.
One block from campus. Call
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, ED'S SER- 336-6575 Th-Monday between
7:00-10:00 are yourbest bets. If
VICESBOX3006BOSTON,MA I'm not home, please try again.
02130
'
Valentine's SIngIng Telegraml
Jumbo Singing Heart with, a
candy gift. $25.00. HIRE-AWIRE Singing Telgrams.Call
384-0768..
RussIan tutorIng.
Dima:
NEED A CAR?
Here is a beautiful little bronze 384-0768
beastiethat goes by·thenameof
Audi. Born in 1978, this Audi
5000 has a new transmission
andTorqueconverter. AIUuned
up and ready to go for only
$850.00 Sunroofandfrontwheel Ode to R•.Barnes (Barney).
drive. Call 342-6257, leave a Saw you at the bar. You have
meassage for Pat.
.
good taste in music plus you're
Snoboarcl for Sale. "K2 Gyra- a tQtal hunk,a,hun{<al blJrnin'
The Academic Advlslnl;l center for student/athletes IS currently accepting applicatiOnfor
tutors. The poshlons that are
being filled include. mathematics, biology, education, engineerinQ, physics, chemistry,
statlstlcs, accounting, and
english. If you are interested
please call 385-1103 or stop by
the Pavilion, entrance #3 and
ask for fred Goodeor Dan Pavel
Part time asslstarlt. Secretarial, Domestic, Errands, etc.
$4.50/hr. Eclipse Productions
336-7340

tor" with sims bindings.

BRAND

NEW, never used! $200.00/
0.B.0.939-8142LEAVEMESSAGE.
21" Yakota mountain bIke for
sale. Red. New. Need cash.
Best offer. 384-1936
Artlc cat 5000 Snowmobile,
1978Good shape. Readytogo.
345-0998.
'

lowl: Meet me at the jl!ke box

-BRosemary-Thanks for the encouragement. I really appreciate yourfriendshlpl L1sa"P.K."
Excallber to Pebbles
"What about us? What about
our relationship? Iwantto make
love to you in Paris in the rain on
a train bound for Spainl"

@I'~t 8"

Mf4tt'
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~ Edward Jul ius
ACROSS

Collegiate

CW8714

55 Soldiers
56 Ancient region of
1 of strength
Asia Minor
6 Add to, as a story
57 Certain exam answer
9 Horse or car
58 Here: Fr.
14 Five books of Moses 59 Mongrels
15 Flightless
bird
60 Handbill
16 Well's 'partner
61 Pasture sound
17 Fearless
62 Anchor position
18 Soak
63 I\sterisks
19 Pitcher's
statistic
64 Buildfn9 addition
20 S.A.G. member
65 Food fishes
21 Small 22 Work.assignment
DOWN
23 Of the chest cavity
25 Wheat varIeties
1 Up (2 wds.)
26 Central Calff; city 2 Olympics symbol.,
28 Golf shot
3 Muse of poetry,
; 32 Applying an 1ncor4 Taste with pleasure
rect name to
5 Well-known cons te t37 Hornblower
Iat tcn (2 wds.)
39 Flea market find
6 DOUble-dealing ,
40 Not speakinQ well
7 Punishes
42 Concerning (2 wds.) 8 Jury 43 Housecleaning aid
9 Traveler'S document
(2wds.)
10 Having wings
45 Ebb
11 Polite
49 In a rush
12 Happening
54 Of a central lfne
13 Takes five

24 Opera 25 Loud-voiced Trojan
, ~War figure
27 Baseball hall-offamer (2 wds.)
28 --square
29 Term of endearment
30 Fury
31 "Joey"
33 War casualty
34 Results of Binet
tests
35 Enthusiast
36 Prefix for metric
38 Infants
41 Moral
44 Bandleader Louis,
and family
45 'Hodgepodges'
46 Elevate 1n rank
47 Hairl1ke projections
48 One who comforts
50 Part of C.Y.O.
51 Prefix for rmlral
52 Lustrous
53 Reacts to something
shocking
55 Ridicule
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THE QUIGMANS

by Buddy IflCkerson
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"My ImmedIate g.ut reactIon would be to say,
'Bad haIrcut, Bo~.' II
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The moon in ScoIJlio Monday aids in
concentration but not in emotional
matters. Tuesday is a bitmorecheerful.
Mercury moves into Aquarius, where it
promotes science and music studies
through the 23rd of this month. There
will be a trend toward political activism
and speaking out for greater freedom in
personal relationships.
The big move this week comes
Wednesday with Saturn's entrance into
Aquarius, where it will spend the next 2
1{2years helping us all awaken to the
needs of our fellow man. Thursday has
a Sagittarius moon, so you can count on
plenty of energy for physical activities.
If you have an exam Friday morning,
the evening hours will be fine for
studying. The weekend is fine for
harmless fun, but don't try to change
anyone's mind.
IIIIIES (March 21-AprilI9). The
energy of the planets in Aquarius helps
you develop a social awareness. Saturn
last transited Aquarius between 1962
and 1964,which were quite pivotal
years in the growth of human rights
awareness! The friends you make now
will be very important to you, and some
will be with you for life. If you play
sports on Thursday, be careful. There's
a square of Pluto to the sun on Saturday,
which will bring out the stubborn side
of some usually genial friends - step
aside for the needs of nearby egos.
Love with someone older is possible
next Sunday.
TIIUIIUS (ApriI20-May 20). A
high cycle for your career begins now.
What you participate in will figure quite.
directly in your future: think in terms of
experiences that you can apply later on.
Abetween-classjobcan be the stepping
stone to "real" life. Do some practical
career planning, such as writing letters
of inquiry, while~ercuryisinAq,!arius.

III. IiII (Aug. 23- Sept. 22). Powerful .the energy to tackle all those boring
planetary influences are shifting into your tasks that are awaiting you at home
work sector. This will be trying for a and that you've been putting off for so
while, because you are a perfectionist and long. Saturday is a great day for
it will take some doing to keep up with the housecleaning, too, because in the
amount of details in assigned work and evening you'll want to entertain. A
daily routine. Soon, however, you'll get new friendship begins on Sunday.
the hangofit, and you'll be handling more
than you ever dreamed you could. Spend
Monday through Wednesday getting
necessary information. On Thursday, stop
and listen to the one you love. Get advice
on Saturday from those in the know.
Sunday is special for new romance and
relaxation- try something new.
LIBIlIl (Sept 23-Oct 23). Those who
are artists, writers or education majors
enter a period of intense development of
their talents. Concentrate on your personal
best, and don't assess your progress in
terms of the competition. Between Monday and Wednesday you might have a
spat with a roommate or friend over possessions. Be prepared for something you
lend to come back in tattered condition, or
don't let it go at all. Thursday is very
FAST FUNDRAISING
social- work; cancel a date if necessary
PROGRAM
to try it. Call home on Sunday: they have
surprising news for you.
SI:IIIIPIIi (Oct 24-Nov. 21). MonIN
day through Wednesday the moon favors
JUST .. ;
you; study at home and exercise leadership
ONE
WEEK.
with crabby housemates. Romancepasses
your way on Tuesday: this is as good a
Earn Up to $1000 in one week
time as any to speak up. Get your home
for your campus organization.
and possessions in shape on ThursdayPlus a chance at
a good day for job-hunting too. Saturday
$5000 more!
is strong for getting organized. If you
This program works!
can 'tfind a book or paper when you want
No investment needed.
it, fIXthis situation now; you won't have
1·S00-93Z-oSZS Ell. SO
time to waste as the term proceeds. Next
Sunday, you're introduced to someone L-.
-'

Sf.

can

new, or perhaps youburnp into them at the
bookstore or movies.
SIIGITTII.IUS
(Nov-Dec, 22).

t------------...,
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Obsession, Cont'd,

from pg 3

or three times a day, and I was also
taking 20 to 30 laxatives three or
four nights a week to make sure that
no food was left in my body "to
make me fat."
I entered severe depression, was
unable to focus on college and entertained the thought of suicide.
Basically, my life was out of control. At this point, I withdrew from
college and was hospitalized for six
weeks at a place that specialized in
treating eating disorders.
I underwent extensive psychological treatment, and through this I
leamed that my problem wasn't my
rampages of several thousand
calorie binges. My eating pauerns
were merely an outward symptom
ofahostofinwardproblems.
Those
inward issues are what I began confronting in an attempt to battle my
bulemiadifferently than ever before.
Today, three years after entering
the hospital, I'm living a life of
freedom and happiness that I never
imagined possible. I've found this
new way of life by taking care of

'..:-::::::-.>':>;:):::;:-:.::':'.-'

..,:-

myself physically, mentally and
spiritually. Part of taking care of
myseIfis my attendance at a weekly
support group to be a safe place to
continue addressing issues that
contribute to my tendency toward
bulemia.
I now look forward to the group,
consisting of two great counselors
and supportive peers.
If you or anyone you know has an
eating disorder, I'd like to refer you
to the BSU Counseling Center on
the sixth floor of the education
building. The center is free to all
BSU students.
Ifyou're not comfortable with oncampus counseling, they can refer
you to other resources.
Bulemiaand anorexia nervosaare
life-threatening illnesses. I challenge you today to take a step in
ending your own obsession, before
it's too late.

-e-
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low profile; your roommate and lover
years, in the long run you 'II learn somucli
are feeling testy. Thursday and Friday
that you won't mind having been slowed
$1'
are great for studying. An opportunity
down a bit. There are people in your
f nn
to make money might pop up on Saturfuture who will make a mark upon your
day. There's a chance to make amends
destiny, so look your best and look for. Malbt credO
next Sunday.
ward to the meetings that circumstances
Rexible hours,
GEm .... (May 21-June 21). Your bring about Stick to. business through
Only
10
positions available.
scholasticperformanceshouldimprove
Wednesday, and get lots of rest. On
greatly with Mercury, your ruler, in Thursday, the moon in your sign provides
Aquarius. And Saturn' spassage through
plenty of energy, especially for group getAquarius will enlarge and enrich your
togethers. The weekend is fun but it can
thinking: in fact, a couple of years from
get expensive: entertain at home.
now you'll be quite a philosopher.
I:IIPIIII:IIIIII (Dec. 22-Jan.19).
Meanwhile, take some vitamins. This
Y011 'II have a chance to strengthen your
week's low energy level should show
organizational and money management
you that adequate rest and good nutri- . skills in the next two years, as Saturn
1. Wolld you 11<.10 wortllor
youmll?
tion are truly important Plans hit a snag points out the flaws in your personal fi2. Wolld you 11<.10 .ot your own
Saturday and you'll probably wind up nancial structure. Use the Mercury transit
houn?
S. An you ."'-motlvated?
staying on campus, but the evening is over the next few weeks to balance your
4. An you. bit 01 .. onInptnour?
exciting. Next Sunday, you learn a new
checkbook. Make note of the stores in
"you _rod
YES 10 ~ 01111._,
game or have a discussion that opens
your area that offer the best bargains on
you Oft JlIIt III. penon wo'n looldna lorl
new ideas,
necessities.
Between Monday and
AI .. AIoIfI ..........
C••• " .....
,....IaU.. , you wi! be nopontlbl. lor
I:IIIII:EII (June 22-July 22). All the Wednesday, study with friends and get
placlna odwrtfolng on WlllIn boanlo.
planetary movement in the sky is shiftadvice from those who took your classes
Youwll.loo haY.lII. cpportIIIlly 10wortI
onlllllb1lng PI1l\I""'" lor "'ell .... II
last term. Quiet time is important on
ing the emphasis away from your house
• American Expn". Ford, and Booton
l),1v.rotty. Thon an no ..... InvolYod.
of personal partnerships. Research and Thursday and Friday. The weekend has
M"'l' 01our "PI otay "'fth IMIClIIg an"
study are favored by Saturn during the personal significance, especially Sunday,
grodIMtlon. Formon 1nI0nna!lClll,.... or
"'""
1M atlll.IoIlCMlna addn .. :
next couple of years-- a fine time to be when your heart is touched by special
messages.
in school. Financial security is on your
mind, and the next few weeks are a IInUIIIII .. 5 (Jan. 20·Feb. 18).
good time to investigate and apply for Saturn's sojourn through your sign in the
scholastic aid. A new romance can take next two years will be an intense and
a step forward between Monday and exciting time. Visit with professors
through Wednesday,"'Bs long as your atWednesday, if you are sweet and receptive. The weekend is good for quiet
titude is positive. Tuesday is the best day
for taking the lead, and if you need extra NO GIMMICKS _
~
time with your love. Sunday is the gentlest day, when love surprises you most
moneyyoumightfmdit There's a surprise EXTRA INCOME NOW! k::::::J
pleasantly.
.
in store for you on Thursday; someone ENVElOPESlUFANG-$lIOO·$IlIO-raeell·
LEII (July 23-Aug. 22). You'll fmd from the past might show up in an unlikely Froe Delais: SASE 10
Il<ooblnllmlllonal, ....
thatone-to-one relationships are a source place, oryou mightmeetsomeone you've
of great personal lessons; receive these' been hearing about for years. Seeing a J,!;;;;=;;;;;;;i;;P.~O.;;;8cI<;68060S~;;;;.llItardI,~~R.;;;3:I86ll;===.I
lessons with a willingness to learn and classic movie on Saturday could help you
with literature classwork. Next SlDIday
you:ll do fine. From Monday through
brings a chance to say thanks to all those
Wednesday, your roommate has problems at home. If you can't be of help , who have helped you.
PISI:ES (Feb. 19- March 20). Ask
stay out of the way. Thursday and Friquestions Monday through Wednesday.
day are romantic and energetic. Get
Find someone to show you how to work
some exercise; you could meet someone
technical equipment OnTuesday, you
on the rwining path or at the gym.
Saturday is best for studying, but fmd a have charm to spare-use it to get help
with confusing subjects. A love interest,
group, if possible, and study away from
perhaps aSagittarius or Capri com, is very
your home. Next Sunday has special
brilliant, and you are bolDld to be enriched
10ve·vibratlons.Ifyou have to apologize
to any.one.do .it.o!l.S,!U)<!,ay..
_.". _ , .' !?y. Qi~n!WUp. On Thursday you have
·Monday!hrougJiWednesday.·keep:a
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MacGregor, ·Conl'd from Fronl Page

perience, I think I have a different
perspective on what the job might
take. Administrative background is
of paramount importance."
MacGregor left open the possibility that he might work on an advanced degree, but said the requirement of his job is his equivalency.
'There are a lot of ways to learn
outside the classroom,"
said
MacGregor.
State Board of Education member
Karl Shurtliff said that MacGregor's
. ¥. lack of academic credentials would
certainly be closely scrutinized at
the March meeting, but he refused
to rule out MacGregor confirmation.
"We'll just have to wait and see
what his (Keiser's) rational is," said
Shurtliff.
Both Shurtliff and Selland refused
to comment on the letter from the
Gulf, Cont'd hom Front Page

'i

Selland said MacGregor will lead
disgruntled BSU faculty member.
. 'There are someanonymous let- the college through its developters that have some good ideas, but mental stage.
"Tom MacGregor is uniquely
it certainly attracts from the credsuited to lead us in those efforts to
ibility," said Burke.
.
Organized three years ago, the further develop and expand the colCollege of Technology includes 24 lege," Selland said.
MacGregor's past accomplishprograms in the School of Vocaments include assistant dean of the
tional TechnicalEducationandei~ht
college before the death of Entorf,
programs in the School of Applied
director of the Ada County HighTechnology.
The college also administers the way District, and the ~resident and
general manager of his own Boise
Canyon County campus in Nampa
Constniction company. He also
and serves as liaison to the Universerved on the board of directors of
sity of Idaho's Engineering-inthe national Associated General
Boise program.
There are 141 faculty and staff in Contractors, and is a past president
of the organization's Idaho chapter.
the college.
He also has served asa director for
MacGregor's selection was recthe Idaho Association of Commerce .
ommendedbyan ll-membersearch
and Industry and the Boise Chamcommittee composed of faculty,
students and represenatives of area ber of Commerce.
businesses, and by various groups
within the university who were involved in the interview process.
Kurdish people (with chemical
weapons). I don't know how come
the United States never put an embargo on Saddam Hussein when he
was taking the biol0r-cal warfare
from West.Germany.'
"Whoarethe victims? NotSaddam
Hussein; the people, the people of
Kuwait, the people of Iraq. If they
chant 'death to America' you have

East was Mehmood said the United
States should work toward bringing
democracy to the region and expelling "the tyrants."
Willard Overgaard, an expert on
public law and retired reserve officer with a background in both military and civilian intelligence, spoke
on international law in relation to
Iraq. Overgaard gave a brief his-

and has been forced to go through
Kuwait ever since.
After the formation of the Arab
states the respective nations have
been ruled by monarchs and dictators with the full support of either
the United States or the Soviet
Union. Mehmood views this lack
of democracy in the Arab world as t 0
one of the primary reasons for the ununrest in the region. Mehmoodalso
dercited the 1948 partition ofIsrael and !lnI
Palestine as a
major issue in
the Gulf.
In
particular
he
"Who are the victims?
Not
addressed the
ownership
of
Saddam Hussein; the people, the
Jerusalem
which
is
people of Kuwait, the
of
claimed
by
Iraq.
If
they
chant
death
to
Moslems and
Jews for their
America' ...they have to chant that
respective holy
slogan for Saddam Hussein."
shnnes there.
tory o(the United
Western supNations actions
port for Iraq,
taken against Iraq
based on fears
beginning
with
of Iran, during
the Iraq-Iran war is a major part of that's not their tongues that are economic sanctions and culminating in the Jan. 16 attack on Iraq by
moving. They can't do anything.
this conflict.
"West Germany provided Iraq They have to chant that slogan for coalition forces.
Several examples of Iraqi actions
Saddam Hussein."
with (the technology for) biological
Mehmood said that both Iraq and which have violated international
warfare, France provided nuclear
technology, the United States gave Syria are controlled by the Baath law were cited by Overgaard:
"Maltreatment of citizens and other
money to Iraq. The United States party which is an Arab nationalist
partyandisnotIslamic.Whenasked
. inhabitants of Kuwait including
also gave money to Iran .... I don't
know where the United Nations was what he thought the proper role of women and children by killing, raping, plundering and removing life
U.S. foreign policy in the Middle
when Saddam
was bombing

~eople

~

&:l.

support systems from hospital facilities thus violating the provisions
of the convention on the prevention
and punishment on the crime of
genocide .... the taking as hostages
many of the foreign residents' in
Iraq and Kuwait thus violating the
Security Council resolution condemning hostage taking. ... the
unprovoked bombing of Israel by
Scud missiles thus violating again
the provisions of the U.N. charter.
... the maltreatment of prisoners of
war evident in media displays by
Iraq thus violating provisions of the
Geneva Convention relative to the
treatment of prisoners of war .... the
intentional dumping of oil in the
Persian Gulf in the area of Kuwait
City by Iraqis. Characterized as

environmental terrorism thus violating the provisions of the convention on the prevention of marine
pollution by dumping of waste and
other matter .... the possible use of
chemical and biological weapons
already used previously in Iran and
even upon Kurds within Iraq by
Iraqis. (In violation of the Geneva
protocol agreement of 1925.) ... also
violation of the prohibition on the
development of chemical and biological weapons."
Peter Wollheim, professor of
communication, was the chair for
the seminar series. Other faculty
speakers were Michael Blain,
Caroline Kiefer, Lt. Col. Larry
Satterwhite, Bob Rudd, Peter Lutze
and Jane Foraker -Thompsoy-·_---

Longtime Boise journalist pioneers women's history in Idaho
By Tamara

Sandmeyer

The University News

Finally, before the 21 st century
someone has captured the founding
mothers' stories from the deep dark
recesses of previously ignored and
insignificant old boxes in the basement
Idaho Women in History is the
'.1:.' first compilation of pioneer women
in Idaho, authored by The Idaho
Statesman journalist Betty PensonWard. Although it is aboutIdaho's
women of the past it is not a history
text in the traditional sense.
.
The book gives short glimpses of
over 500 pioneer women, beginning with the Native American
foremothers, and includes women
in business and the arts .' The different women's movements also are
...) highlighted and some of the more
scandaIousepisodes in various small
town's and hamlets.
It gives just enough information
on most of the women to peak the
readers curiosity, wanting more individual information on the differ·
ent women. Penson-Ward hopes
that others will pick up the ball in
furthering research on the women.
'The reason I did this book is
; because Ihad to do it Nobod)'eIse
':'fI had all this information, and It had
never been compiled. It had to be
compiled before it gets away.
1b.e idea·began with the Inttrna-

I~

tional Woman's Year. The Idaho
Commission on Women'sPrograms
wanted a project, and Penson- Ward
was involved in developing
a
"Who's Who of Idaho Women of
the Past," a little booklet that was
published in directory form in 1981.
This formed the basis for the book.
The book had contributions from
several women from
BSU. Joanne Russell,
a history graduate
student is PensonWard's assistant and
researcher. PensonWard credits her with
an enthusiastic and
energetic approach to
the research work.
Beverly Miller and
Eunice Wallace are
the contributing editors. Beverly Miller
is currently associate
professor in library
sciences and Eunice
Wallace is retired
faculty from the Bnglish dept
"Their help and
guidance was invaluable," said PensonWard.' She gave
special mention tothe
extensive research
workand paperseJone
by Miller. on the

Women's Christian Temperance
Union, and on Dr. Emma Drake
who was a legislator in 1919·1920
in Idaho.
"We. couldn't find anything on
Drake, and Beverly started digging
and found the most amazing information in the most unbelievable
placeson this woman," said Penson-

Ward.
Professor's Phoebe Lundy and
Sandra Schackel are also quoted in
the book with their contributing information. Both are faculty members in the history department.
BSU now offers an emphasis on
women's history studies, which can
be included in both the department
of history and in interdisciplinary studies,
Professors Lundy and
Schackel are currently
in the process of updating and adding on
to the curriculum.
When asked what
Penson-Ward thought
of the current Idaho
history curriculum
being taught in the
fourth grade, specifically
concerning
women's inclusion,
she stated that he
couldn't comment on
something that didn't
exist. Penson- Ward
wascontaeted by Vigil
Young a few years ago
about updating the
Idaho History text for
the elementary level.
"Somebody : had
complained that there
were no women in it,
and he asked [her] to
" • ~

f,

help him out, When asked for
length he said 'Oh,about500words,'
I was appalled. He never called
back."
Idaho Women in History does have
a feminist perspective, although
Penson-Ward tried not to make it
100 strong because Idaho is a conservative state and she wanted to
reach all readers, regardless of their
beliefs. She felt it was a little like
"sugar coating the history pill to
make it go down a bit easier."
The endorsement by former Gov.
Robert Smylie at the back of the
book attests to giving both sides
some space. His language is decidedly sexist and patronizing.
"I agonized over leaving that in,
because I'm proud of the former
governor and consider him a friend,
and I know he meant well," said
Penson-Ward.
"I wanted everybody to read this, and I mow there
are a lot of women who are still
comfortable with that language
('ladies: 'girls') and Bob just needs
to be educated on his language a
bit"
There was still much left that has
been researched, and this information will be included in Volume II,
on which Penson-Ward is currently
working. Look for it at the bookstores aroundClujstmas.
It is sure
to be as riveting and entertaining as
Volume I.
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